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Executive Summary 

D9.1 “Corporate identity and general templates for dissemination material“ has the objective 
of defining the HYPERION’s visual identity and branding, with the aim to ensure the visual 
consistency and the effective graphical identity of the project and to support the dissemination 
and communication activities. 

A dedicated logo together with colour palettes and typefaces were provided by specialists from 
the beginning of the project in order to shape and form HYPERION’s identity and to promote 
instant public recognition and trigger reactions from the viewers even from the first conducted 
communication and dissemination activities. A set of specific guidelines is also provided to 
assist the consortium in using correctly all the above brand identity elements when designing 
and producing communication and dissemination material.  

 Additionally, in the context of HYPERION’s consistent brand identity and in order to keep a 
credible and professional “look and feel”, a set of HYPERION MS Office templates have been 
also created. 

The provided brand identity elements (logo, colour palettes, typefaces), the Brand Identity 
Guidelines (BIG) and the templates that have been produced, form a complete and effective 
toolkit for assisting both the HYPERION consortium and external professionals to utilize the 
communication and dissemination tools in a consistent, effective and efficient way. The main 
and ultimate objective is to maximize the impact of HYPERION communication and 
dissemination activities and to promote project’s results towards building a solid on-line and 
off-line presence. 

Both, BIG and templates, have been presented and efficiently explained to all HYPERION 
partners and have also been uploaded to the project’s common online collaborative tool to be 
easily accessible by all. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

The purpose of this deliverable is to properly present the HYPERION’s brand identity already 
developed from the beginning of the project, in order to serve as the basis for the HYPERION 
partners for all communication, dissemination and impact creation activities of the HYPERION 
project. 

A set of specific guidelines is also provided to assist the consortium in using correctly the 
project logo and produced material. These guidelines are considered also to be a useful aid 
when instructing typographers, specialists and others employed to produce branded items and 
to design and create HYPERION communication and dissemination materials. 

In order to maintain the integrity of the HYPERION brand identity, it is very important that all 
given instructions are applied properly by all. The project communication and dissemination 
material and all its brand elements can be used freely by all consortium members, however all 
external bodies, except from the European Commission (EC), must acquire the required 
permission from the consortium, before proceeding with any use of the HYPERION material. 

1.2 Indented Readership 

This Deliverable is public, thus accessible to anyone interested.  

The contents are mainly useful to the project partners, in order to understand and follow the 
project’s brand identity guidelines and use the produced templates. Moreover, the contents 
will be also helpful to external specialists who will potentially be hired to design and produce 
HYPERION’s communication and dissemination material or/and channels (i.e. project website). 

2. HYPERION’s Brand Identity 

2.1. HYPERION logo: The concept 

A dedicated logo was designed by specialists from the beginning of the project in order to act 
as a trademark, promote instant public recognition and trigger reactions from the viewers even 
from the first conducted communication and dissemination activities. 

HYPERION’s logo has a clear, memorable and easily recognisable visual style that gives an 
accurate impression of what the project mainly represents, its basic aspects and core activities. 

It consists of two key elements: the graphical element and the written element.  

HYPERION logo’s graphical element consists of ancient Greek columns, presented as a linear 
imprint of the ancient Greek temples and used in a symbolic way to represent cultural heritage 
as well as three united leaves, inspired by the eternal olive tree. The graphical element of the 
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logo could stand by itself and might be used as a monograph logo in a variety of printed and 
digital media. 

The font used in HYPERION’s written element follows the modern, minimal design, 
harmonically fitting to the graphical element displayed on the left. It is written with a bold 
typeface to emphasize the strength and the power of action. 

 

 
Figure 1: the HYPERION logo print and screen sizes 

The colour palettes chosen, mainly consist of earth-colour variations in order to highlight the 
strong connection of the project to the environment and sustainability. 

The logo has been produced in several formats (including positive and negative formats) for 
different uses and reproduction purposes (presentations, roll-up banners, leaflets, website, 
etc.). 

2.2 Logo size and usage 

The logo should always appear intact. Each element and its position in relation to each other 
have been carefully designed and must never be stretched, altered or distorted. When it will 
be used together with other graphic elements, it is advisable to leave free space within the 
two. Preferably to each side of the logo, a minimum free space of ‘1/4 x’ should be considered. 
‘x’ is equivalent to the height of the graphical element of the logo. 

When placing the logo on an image, colour or pattern, it is essential that there is enough 
contrast between the logo and the background. The logo must not be placed on backgrounds 
that distract from or compete with the logo. 

The clear space zone around the logo has been determined to ensure the proper visibility of 
the HYPERION logo. Maintaining the clear space zone between the logo and other graphical 
elements such as typefaces, images, other logos, etc. ensures that the HYPERION logo always 
appears unobstructed and distinctly separate from any other visuals. 

The minimum size has been carefully determined to ensure that the HYPERION logo is 
reproduced correctly in smaller sizes. At minimum size, the logo is still clearly legible and easily 
identifiable. When using a lower quality printing technique (i.e. screenprinting), the usage of 
the logo in a larger size is strongly recommended. 
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2.3 Logo Variations 

Primarily the logo should be used on a white background in its positive format for maximum 
impact and clarity. This primary format is used in every occasion except from the cases it is not 
feasible. 

In these cases, the following versions are available for usage: 

• Negative/Colour: This format is only used when placing the logo on an image, a 
coloured background or a pattern. 

• BW/Grayscale Formats: These logo variations are meant to be printed in a grayscale or 
black and white format. 

• BW/Grayscale Negative, which can be used on a light background. 

 

Figure 2: the HYPERION logo 

The HYPERION logo (Figure 2): full colours to be used on white background. This is the master 
version of the logo, which should be mainly used. 

 

Figure 3: the HYPERION logo in Black and White 

The one colour logo (Figure 3): this version is to be used in cases in which the logo must be 
reproduced in black and white. 
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Figure 4: the HYPERION graphical element  

The HYPERION graphical element (Figure 4): full colours to be used on white background. 

 

Figure 5: the HYPERION graphical element in Black and White 

The one colour graphical element (Figure 5): this version is to be used in cases in which the 
graphical element must be reproduced in black and white. 
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Figure 6: the HYPERION graphical element in Black and White (negative) 

The one colour graphical element (negative) (Figure 6): this version is to be used in cases in 
which the graphical element must be reproduced on a dark coloured background. 

 

Figure 7: The HYPERION graphical element, social media-sized 

The social media-sized logo (Figure 7): to be used as a “profile picture” for HYPERION’s social 
media accounts in Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. 

2.4 Corporate Colours 

Colours are also an important part of HYPERION’s identity system. Colours create a vibrant 
visual experience. They make things more attractive, affect people’s mood and can even 
subconsciously shape action. 

Keeping the project’s colours cohesive in both print and digital use (online presence, 
communication and dissemination materials, templates, documents, etc.), is a big part of 
maintaining its visual effectiveness and create a strong and consistent visual presence. For that 
reason and from the beginning of the project, HYPERION’s colour palette has been specified in 
detail and exact colour codes for each colour used have been laid out, including RGB, CMYK 
and Pantone colour codes. 
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The primary colour palette consists of four colours that may be used extensively both for large 
areas of colour or as an accent colour. Screens or tints of the primary colours may be used to 
achieve a desired effect. 

 
Figure 8: HYPERION’s primary colour palette 

A supplementary set of colours has also been selected to complement the primary colours’ 
palette. Their understated tones were chosen to work well as a subtle background behind 
typography or other graphics, or in other situations where a restrained use of colour is desired. 

 

Figure 9: HYPERION's supplementary colour palette 

2.5 Brand Typography 

The logo typeface is Futura (http://freakfonts.com/advanced-search/futura-fonts.html). 

In order to give prominence to the brand image, Futura typeface is highly recommended 
especially for HYPERION’s printed and on-line leaflet, newsletters, magazines and for its web-
media and website. Replacing fonts with alternatives should not be done under any 
circumstances. 

http://freakfonts.com/advanced-search/futura-fonts.html
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Figure 10: the Futura typeface – all variations 

For MS Office templates that have been already created or are about to be created such as 
project presentations, letter templates, deliverable, agenda, minutes template etc., Futura 
typeface could be replaced by the following MS Office default font families: Calibri, Corbel, Gill 
Sans. 

 
Figure 11: the Futura typeface will be used in HYPERION’s website and other web-based applications 

as well as in leaflets and printed promo materials. 

2.6 Brand Identity Guidelines 

The dedicated Brand Identity Guidelines (BIG) including detailed information about the logo 
design and usage, the colour schemes and the typography have been produced, distributed to 
all partners and uploaded in project’s common online collaborative tool for further relevance. 
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In Annex, the readers of this document could find the BIG’s pdf for further clarification. Some 
screenshots of it are placed here below: 

  

  

  

Figure 12: Screenshots of HYPERION Brand Identity Guidelines 

3. HYPERION’s MS Office templates 

In the context of HYPERION’s consistent brand identity and in order to keep a credible and 
professional “look and feel”, a set of HYPERION MS Office templates (letters, posters, power 
point presentations, deliverables, minutes, business cards) have been created based on the 
project’s brand guidelines and are available to all partners through HYPERION’s common online 
collaborative tool. 
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3.1 PowerPoint Master Presentation 

A PowerPoint (PPT) Master presentation template of the project has been developed. All 
partners have been instructed to make use of the available template when presenting the 
project internally as well as externally to third parties, unless an event specifies another format 
(e.g. a conference template that is obligatory for that event). 

 

Figure 13: PPT Cover 

 

Figure 14: regular text slide, bullets are optional 
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Figure 15: text slide with suggested table design 

 

Figure 16: another text slide layout. bullets are optional 
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Figure 17: Closing slide 

3.2 Business Cards 

Business cards may be considered “old school,” but also useful for networking and project 
development opportunities. 

 

Figure 18: HYPERION’s Business Card template 

3.3 Letter Template 

The “Letter Template” is to be used when a project partner provides an official letter on behalf 
of the HYPERION project (e.g. to contact other projects or networks, stakeholders, etc.). This 
letter template could be combined with the respective partner’s logo if appropriate. 
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Figure 19: HYPERION’s Letter Template 

3.4 Meeting Agenda Template 

A Meeting Agenda template has been produced to be used by HYPERION partners as a planning 
tool when organising HYPERION meetings, workshops and other event types. 
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Figure 20: HYPERION’s Meeting Agenda Template 

3.5 Meeting Minutes Template 

A Meeting Minutes template has been compiled to meet the requirements for the internal 
documentation process so that every issue discussed or decided during HYPERION’s internal 
meetings and workshops to be seen by the HYPERION consortium at a glance. 

This document is highly recommended to be used by all partners when document and detail 
the course and content of a meeting and summarise its results (e.g. decisions, agreements, 
tasks, responsibilities, etc.). 

The included sections are the following: general information about the meeting, the list of 
participants, the discussions that took place according to the agenda and relevant key notes, 
an action list for future amendments and developments and finally some extra space for 
additional information, if needed. 

Figure 21: HYPERION’s Meeting Minutes Template 

3.6 Word and Deliverable Template 

An official Word template has been also developed. All partners have been instructed to use 
this template in order to produce internal reports and official project deliverables. 
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The template has been developed according to HYPERION brand identity, including the project 
logo, fonts and colours. The template is also compliant with the EC requirements regarding the 
official project deliverables. HYPERION Word template is available in the corresponding folder 
on the common online collaborative tool. Indicative screenshots are available here below while 
the full documents are attached in Annex 2 of this document. 

 

 

 

Figure 22: HYPERION’s deliverable template screenshots 
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3.7 Attendance List Template 

An attendance list template was created in order to help partners to construct an attendance 
list that tracks attendance for HYPERION’s meetings, workshops and other event types in which 
it might be useful.  

 

Figure 23: HYPERION’s Attendance List Template 

4. Notices/Disclaimer 

HYPERION project is co-funded by the European Union (EU). Any dissemination, 
communication and publication materials (in any form, including on-line or electronic forms) 
and any infrastructure, equipment and major results, must clearly acknowledge the receipt of 
EU funding through: 

The display of the EU emblem 

The acknowledgment of EU funding by including the following text: 

For communication and dissemination activities: 

“This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research & 
innovation programme under grant agreement no 821054.” 

For infrastructure, equipment and major results: 

“This [infrastructure] [equipment] [insert type of result] is part of the HYPERION project. 
HYPERION has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research & innovation 
programme under grant agreement no 821054.” 
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A complementary disclaimer will be also included whenever using the funding logo. 

“The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of (name of the implementing 
partner) and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.”  

Another complementary disclaimer will be also included in publications as well as when 
producing a communication or dissemination material. 

“Content reflects only the authors’ view and European Commission is not responsible for any 
use that may be made of the information it contains.” 

For correct use of the EC emblem, partners or external specialists might use the following link: 

European flag: http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/symbols/flag/index_en.htm 

 

  

http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/symbols/flag/index_en.htm
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Brand Identity Guidelines 
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